
These Baby Tube Socks are wonderful for so 
many resons! First of all baby socks are SO quick 
and easy to knit! They are also super cute and 
the best thing is, that they don’t have a heel so 
they will fit the baby’s feet much longer than 
usual socks.
If you want to can even increase the amount of 
stitches and make them for toddlers & kids.

materials
Yarn: Standard Sock Yarn 

Gauge: 30 stitches and 42 rows to 10 cm

Needles: Double Pointed Knitting Needles in 
2.5 mm / 15 cm

Be aware: Everyone knits differently! 
For me the above numbers worked great with 
the amount of stitches that I casted on but if you 
are unsure you should definitely try on your sock 
a few times while knitting to make sure that it 
still fits.

Baby Tube Socks
definitions
K = Knit
P = Purl
KBL: Knit through back loop
K2Tog = Knit 2 stitches together
SKP = Slip a stitch if to knit, knit a stitch, pass 
slipped stitch over the knit stitch

cuff
Cast on 48 (1-3 months) or 56 (12-18 months) 
stitches using 2 needles at once to keep the cuff 
elastic. 

For 6-9 months: IGNORE what I say in the video, 
because I made a mistake! 
Instead either cast on 48 stitches using bigger 
needles (2.75 mm) or cast on 56 stitches using 
smaller needles (2.25 mm).

Then K2 P2 until the cuff is 2 cm long.



leg
The basic pattern is knit 4 stitches through the 
backloop, then purl 4 stitches. Repeat that for 4 
rounds, then shift the pattern one stitch to the 
left. 

In more detail:
Rounds 1-4:   KBL 4, P 4
Rounds 5-8:   P 1, KBL 4, P 3
Rounds 9-12:   P 2, KBL 4, P 2
Rounds 13-16:  P 3, KBL 4, P 1
Rounds 17-20:  P 4, KBL 4
Rounds 21-24:  KBL 1, P 4, KBL 3
Rounds 25-28:  KBL 2, P 4, KBL 2
Rounds 29-32:  KBL 3, P 4, KBL 1

Continue until sock is 13 (1-3 months), 
14 (6-9 months) or 15 (12-18 months) cm long.

toe
The stitches are all knit stitches now and the 
stitches are distributed evenly onto all four 
needles (12, 13 or 14 stitches per needle).

1. & 3. Needle: Knit until last two stitches, K2Tog
2. & 4. Needle: SKP, then knit rest of the needle

Repeat until only 20 stitches in total remain.

Then keep K2Tog until only 10 stitches remain.

Cut yarn and pull it through remaining stitches or 
use kitchener stitch to finish.

Done!

Visit my website for more patterns: haalu.de

         https://www.youtube.com/c/haalu

         haalu_the_ugly_bunny


